
Based in Denver, Great Western Oil & Gas 
Company focuses its operations on Colorado's 
Denver-Julesburg (D-J) Basin, one of the most 
prolific and active 
production areas in the 
continental U.S. Great 
Western's corporate 
strategy includes 
expanding its position 
in the D-J Basin, and 
Cordax's Logging 
While Tripping (LWT) process recently came 
through in a big way for Great Western—with a 
world-record 16,752.3-foot logging operation 
inside drill pipe on a 23,960-foot (measured depth) 
well in the Wattenberg gas field near Boulder.

Find out how 
Cordax's LWT 

collars stood up 
to a world-best 

test for 
Great Western, 

while our 
engineering 

software tools 
evaluated more 

than 78 stages— 
ensuring maximum 

stimulated rock 
volume.

CASE  S TUDY

Going deep for a world record 
... and complete LWT data, too
Cordax successfully logs 16,750 feet of a client well in Colorado 

Nearly 1,000 logging runs and counting . . . 
and zero lost-in-hole events
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For more information on Cordax Evaluation Technologies' Logging While Tripping (LWT) technology:

cordax.com/ 
logging-while-tripping

info@ 
cordax.com

403.243.2024 (Canada) 
1.855.238.2564 (U.S.) 

Great Western Oil & Gas Company reached out to Cordax to apply our LWT logging  
    technology to a 23,960-foot (measured depth) well in Colorado's Denver-Julesburg (D-J) 
         Basin, near Boulder. The job presented a number of challenges:

The pump down assembly and conveyancing procedure had never been applied to 
Cordax's slim logging tool-string (SGR/DEN/NEU/RES) on that long of a journey 
through the tool string;
About 16,000 feet of the necessary operation was completely lateral.

Following logging operations, Cordax applied our proprietary engineering software tools to:

Cordax's LWT equipment logged 16,752.3 feet of the Great Western well—believed 
to be a world record, in terms of a lateral (or horizontal) well logging operation inside 
of drill pipe. 

The Great Western drilling operation required 130,000 feet of total 
tripping and drilling with Cordax collars in the drill string;
Ultimately, Cordax's LWT collars stood up to a very tough test; 
The total extra rig time required to conduct Cordax’s logging operations was 
just 10 hours—including rigging up tools on surface, pumping the slim tool-string 
to bottom, and rigging down after logging had been completed and the drill string 
had been tripped to surface.

Categorize petrophysical properties along the horizontal lateral (using ZoneGrader); 
Determine rock mechanics, including closure stress and stimulation breakdown pressure predictions (using 
ZoneGrader); 
Customize stages and completion design to fine-tune cluster placement and improve cluster efficiency 
(using ZoneTuner). 

Cordax's equipment not only completed the nearly five-mile trip in great shape, but 
   all systems worked as planned. This world-record logging job demonstrates the 
      remarkable efficiency of our LWT technique. 
      And with Cordax's proprietary ZoneGrader and ZoneTuner solutions, over 78 
      stages of the well were evaluated—for range of rock penetrated and multiple 
      changes in closure stress over such a long well—to ensure Great Western can 
     achieve maximum stimulated rock volume. This analysis reduced overall frac 
    costs and provided better cluster optimization, leading to potentially more oil 
production for Great Western. 

Cordax’s unique LWT technology enables operators to acquire quality open-hole logging 
measurements in horizontal or highly deviated wellbores, regardless of hole condition, where 

logging was previously thought to be impossible or uneconomical.
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